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Executive summary  
 

During the first year of I-Media-Cities (IMC) project the design work has been split in three parallel work 

streams: 

 IMC Data Model design that has been presented in D6.1 and released at the end of M10; 

 IMC Visual Framework design that is presented in this deliverable, D5.1 and released at the end of 

M12; 

 Initial Architectural design that has been presented in D8.1 (the present document) and released at 

the end of M12. 

These work streams run in parallel and present a lot of interdependences. For example the Data model is 

propaedeutic for the design and for the technical choices of the IMC metadata and annotation repository. 

The present document represents the Public Portal and Visual Framework Concept of IMC, i.e. a formal 

description and representation of the IMC Public Portal and the e-environments. 

WP5 is the I-Media-Cities (IMC) work package devoted to presenting and providing all the services and 

functionalities foreseen in the user and system requirements. 

The first objective of the work package is related to the design and setup of the I-Media-Cities portal, 

composed by the Public Central website for end-users and by the Back Office website for researchers and 

archives that allow multiple A/V analysis and annotation tools. This document describes the approach and 

actions taken in order to design and set up the visual interfaces required by the project. 

The CINECA-team has conceived the I-Media-Cities (IMC) Visual framework Concept, described in the present 

document, to meet the IMC user requirements, expressed in D2.1and D2.2, and to reach the project goals, 

which were defined in the Grant Agreement. 

Following an Agile methodology, the public and private portal will provide researchers and citizens with 

advanced, interactive and innovative visualization solutions displaying the digital content in different ways 

depending the choices of the users (e.g. on the map of a cities, on a timeline, or on a ‘time-lined map’ that 

changes with the changing of the periods). 

Moreover, the IMC visual framework will allow for the definition of dynamic collections of A/V contents and 

still images. These collections will be published and integrated in the portal itself and will be available for 

external web sites as a publication of city collections, historical events or any other prospective of content 

aggregation. 

The dynamic collections tool, called Virtual Collection Creator will be available in the back office and is 

designed to create new ways of browsing and presenting the content for the different research areas that 

have been defined in WP2. 

1. Relation with other documents 
 

The Visual Framework Concept of the IMC is based on previous achievements, presented in the following 

deliverables: 
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● D2.1 User requirements – Overall concept: services, functionalities and users experience” 

delivered by CRB; 

● D2.2 User requirements – Analysis of business, System requirements” delivered by CRB;  

● D5.0 State-of-the-art of visual interfaces analysis report (internal document, annexed to this 

deliverable); 

● D6.1 Content metadata subsets selection and analysis of metadata schemas and vocabularies” 

delivered by DIF.  

● D7.1 Report on Sate of the Art for moving image analysis delivered by FHG.   

● D8.1 Initial Architecture Design.   

     

D2.1 laid the groundwork for the determination of high-level descriptions of user and system 

requirements, while D2.2 included a list of Use Cases created for every specific action and functionality 

that should be foreseen for the platform.  

 

D6.1 provided a deep analysis of the IMC metadata model, in which the main challenge of modelling data 

for IMC is that the data model has to bring together different types of data from different sources, and 

allow the annotations at different granular content levels (not only at content item level but also at frame 

and shot/segment level for AV works) 

 

D7.1 provided a review of the state of the art on methods for automatic moving image analysis. 

 

D8.1 This deliverable provides an overview and description of the design of the system’s architecture and 

the technological components that are necessary to achieve a functioning platform for I-Media-Cities. 

 

2. Design and Development Approach in I-Media-Cities 
 

During the course of several EU projects (Arrow and Arrow Plus1, Forward2, Rights Data Integration3), for which 

CINECA worked as lead technical partner, they have revised and improved their design and implementation 

methodology to better fit with the nature of EU projects.  

The predictive approaches which were initially used, such as the Waterfall-method (Visually depicted in 

cascading or linear diagrams that follow a progressive sequence of phases going from requirements to 

design to development to testing to deployment), have been partially replaced with adaptive 

methodologies, like Agile4. CINECA evolved their method, because they found a significant risk connected 

to such a predictive deployment approach. The initial method was particularly unforgiving towards the 

project outcomes, since success or failure is determined in large part at the end of the project – thereby 

severely limiting remediating measures for outcomes that don’t match the project objectives. 

                                                             
1 www.arrow-net.eu/ 
2 project-forward.eu/ 
3 http://www.rdi-project.org/ 
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development  
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For I-Media-Cities, the CINECA team moreover noted that it is very unlikely that the visual framework 

requirements can be completely and clearly defined by the non-technical partners during the initial phase 

of the project. Very often these requirements increase in correspondence with a better understanding 

of the project and the architecture design in general and the emergence of details during the course of 

the project. Flexibility is therefore a requirement for the technical teams, in order for them to be ready 

to adopt changes. 

 

For these reasons, the technical partners CIN and FHG, together with the Coordinator, decided to adopt 

the best practices of Agile-development for the design and implementation of the IMC system, or at least 

in the phases of the project life cycle where such an approach was deemed necessary.  

 

Agile is an iterative approach to software delivery that defines the project goals and success criteria in 

smaller increments, delivers continuous subsets of high-value features and puts them in the hands of 

users as fast as possible. This provides the development team with faster product verification so they can 

continue to deliver iterations, which align with user expectations or adapt their output to counter for 

missed or changing expectations. Moreover, testing in the Agile-method is continuous. Delays, defects 

or missed values are evident with each sprint. Early recognition of these risks permits earlier intervention 

measures. 

 

In IMC, the Agile-approach has been used at the level of: 

 

● User and System requirements: breaking the project and its requirements down into little parts 

of user functionalities called user stories and use cases and prioritizing them. In deliverables D2.1. 

& D2.2, each Film Heritage Institution (FHI) and research partner was introduced by the technical 

teams and the coordinator to the methodologies and tools used in the Agile/Scrum approach to 

define their requirements. Afterwards each partner was asked to provide a list of vision items 

and user stories that were categorised and grouped in use cases by the Coordinator, with the 

help of CINECA and FHG. During this process, the technical partners detailed each use case with 

more technical information, such as enablers.  

● Design and Implementation: analysis, design, coding, and testing are continuous development 

activities; the team goes through a series of iterations, analysing, designing, developing and 

testing each feature in turn within the iterations. At the end of each iteration (which may last 

two weeks), one or more software functionalities are released. Each iteration involves a cross-

functional team working in all functions: planning, analysis, design, coding, unit testing and 

acceptance testing. CIN and CRB decided that at the end of every two iterations, a working 

product is demonstrated to stakeholders, whose feedback is required to verify that the 

implementation meets their expectations. Working software is the primary measure of progress. 

In an Iterative development, single functionalities can be further detailed and implemented 

incrementally over time.  This also means that the architecture might evolve during the project 

lifetime, as requirements might change, which leads to the IMC platform being refined and 

tweaked. The iterations are planned with respect to the IMC GANTT and for each software 

deliverable (WP 5,6,7,8), several iterations are defined. 
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In this report, the functionality requirements for both the public portal as well as the researchers’ e-

environment and their influence on the Visual Framework are described, which, at this stage of the project, 

leads to a concept design for the public portal. Furthermore, to help the Consortium reach conclusions for 

decisions with regards to the visualization capabilities for the metadata and contextual information, an in-

depth state-of-the-art analysis of content and data presentation has been added (see Annex I, D5.0). These 

visualization tools have the overreaching aim to support research users in their work.  

Refinements and improvements to the virtual framework design accompanying the different system iterations 

and services, planned for in the project, will be described in the documents accompanying the following  

deliverables and milestones: First release of the metadata repository (Ms6, M18), final release of the 

Metadata repository (D6.2, M24), first stable release of the system (Ms8, M24), First release of the back-office 

for researchers (Ms5, M24), final versions of the media analysis components (D7.2, M24), final release of the 

Public central portal and back office for researchers (D5.2, M32), final system deployment (D8.2, M32). 

2.1. Prototyping  
 

During the design of the IMC system, CINECA decided to spend some efforts on software prototyping, i.e. 

developing incomplete versions of the software program in order to simulate a few key aspects of the IMC 

system. 

Prototyping has several benefits and the decision to use this method was made in order to: 

 get valuable feedback from the users (FHI partners and researchers) 

 let each user compare the prototype to the defined requirements, as described in the use cases 

 allow the software engineers some insight into the accuracy of initial project estimates 

 assess whether the deadlines and milestones proposed can be successfully met 

The architectural choices described in this document are also an outcome of the prototyping that mainly 

consisted out of the following activities: 

 Wire-framing /Mockup is a visual guide that represents the skeletal framework of GUI components. 

It depicts the page layout or arrangement of the website’s content, including interface elements and 

navigational systems, and how they work together. CINECA produced the wireframes by means of 

Balsamiq5 software application and they are presented in the present document (see chapter Mockup 

Description). We focused on the complete range of described functionalities, the relative priorities of 

the information and functions, the rules for displaying certain kinds of information. The mock-up 

connects the underlying information architecture with the visual design of the IMC GUI. 

 Annotation design, content and metadata upload, authentication, IMC Pipeline, first version of search 

page and video panel: the realization of a first prototype implementing simple services at data access 

layer, at business layer and at presentation layer using the technology stack chosen. The prototyping 

activity done from M5 to M12 at implementation level has been described in D8.1 

                                                             
5 http://balsamiq.com/products/mockups/  
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3. A conceptual virtual framework for the Public portal 
and the e-environments 

 
I-Media-Cities is conceived as a platform to aggregate, systematize and multiply access to digital content 

resources for a wide community of users, most notably archives, general public users and researchers from 

different disciplines. 

The creation of a digital repository and a browsable eco-system will support several e-environments tailored 

to different communities. The Consortium intends to create two different environments that will grant access 

to either all or only a subset of the materials: one for archive, scholar and research users, and one for the 

general public. Among the functionality requirements for the public portal that came out of the use cases, 

IMC will have links to “city homepages” for every partner city. These “city pages” will present a selection of 

content, contextual information and research results built by the virtual collection tool, which can be 

controlled by authorized project partners. Of course, these results could also be published as a link directly on 

each of the partners’ websites.  

The following chapters will detail the approach and the preliminary results of the design efforts, which have 

led to the design of a conceptual virtual framework for the public portal and certain functionalities of the 

research e-environment, also known as the research back-office. Every chapter will provide a description, an 

overview of the user requirements and a technical state-of-the-art analysis of visualization techniques for 

these platform parts. On top of that, the first conceptual mock-ups for the portal and some functionalities 

have been created and added.  

3.1.  State-of-the art analysis for content and data visualization 
 

Cultural heritage projects (European and international, both non-commercial and commercial) provide 

geographical and time-related access to resources by making sure that their available content items and 

associated metadata are catalogued in such a way that they help in optimizing and simplifying search 

queries. To get a better understanding of the best examples of available techniques and possibilities for digital 

data and content visualization, CINECA performed an extensive state-of-the-art analysis of websites and 

services that apply similar functionalities as described in the project’s use cases, user stories and the Grant 

Agreement.  This analysis applies to visualization methods that will be applicable both to the public e-

environment and the private or research e-environment and are mostly related to space and time. Since space 

and time are the most important dimensions of this reality, the focus lies on references to heritage 

projects that visualize information on a map, or in a timeline, or both. The references are all European 

projects, several of which were funded by research programmes of the European Union. Others are 

national or relevant commercial projects, or at least functionalities that are in use in the most used social 

networks.  

The analysis starting points were: 

 The relevance of the projects with regards to the countries that collaborated in them; 

 The relevance of the Institutions that host the project (national libraries, Archives, Museums) 

 The diffusion of the technological tool that is used, 

 The awareness of the project with Museum, Libraries and Archives professionals. 
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All projects were first categorized by the presence of a timeline, a map, or a time-lined map, and the 

possibility of interaction between users and content. This categorization was helpful in determining how 

to proceed with the visualization services, the I-Media-Cities portal will have to provide for its visitors.  

The objectives of the main visualization methods for the I-Media-Cities e-environments, can be summarized 

as follows: 

 

 Data visualization in space and time for content items of any type. This means the possibility to locate 

content items on a map, a timeline or a combination of the two 

 The possibility to use dynamic maps that allow for the selection of a region of interest. 

 The possibility to use dynamic timelines to select a period of interest. 

 The possibility for end-users (general public, website visitors) to tag, to identify locations, to bring in 

memories and social history of locations, comment and share contents on a selection of the most 

common social networks. 

 The possibility for researchers (private environment with login and password) to study, browse and 

annotate content items. 

 The possibility for the system to visually represent details of interest for end users in video frames, 

video sequences, or in photos. These details of interest can be automatically generated by the 

analysis tools or manually by users.  

 

To guide the analysis efforts towards answering these objectives, the decision was made to analyze 

several specific categories. Firstly, the general user experience and performance of the system itself. 

Secondly, in case of cultural heritage projects, on the available catalogued information for the resources. 

On top of these, with commercial projects, CINECA also considered functionalities that might be 

considered inspirational for the sustainability or commercial exploitation of the I-Media-Cities project. 

 

Thirdly and more specifically with regards to the virtual exhibitor functionality, CINECA investigated the 

state-of-the-art of projects for important world fairs and exhibitions, such as the Dubai Oil Fair, or 

Frankfurt Book Fair. It is however worth noting that although these projects have impressive digital 

exhibit interfaces, no documentation is available, except some internal notes or archived references. 

Nonetheless, all accessible documentations and references have been included in the analysis report, 

since world fair exhibitions are of particular interest, as they attempt to show data and content to a wide 

variety of visitors, such as the general public, investors and specific stakeholders. 

 

The analysis report provides an overview of the best case examples of visualization methods and divides the 

examples according to the visualization method and the nature of the project or website it is presented on. 

All the different types of interfaces (timelines, maps, time-lined maps, 260° video interfaces) are divided in 

Public and Heritage projects or in commercial projects. Due to the essence of web 2.0, social network 

platforms and social networks functions are considered as commercial project. Not only because, Facebook, 

Google et al. are private companies, who profit from hosting people profiles and data and providing services, 

but also because ofthe web 2.0 profit logic, expressed in 2006 by Tim O’Reilly6. In this document they are 

defined as commercial companies, given the fact that they earn income from the platform they provide, due 

to the activity of the community of users. The web 2.0 business model is based on providing a web platform, 

                                                             
6 http://www.oreilly.com/pub/a/web2/archive/what-is-web-20.html 
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let users fill it with contents, which then allows the web platform providers to earn money from 

advertisements or other forms of revenues. This includes the resale of the user-generated content, if the user 

accepted the SLA of the platformof course. 

In conlusion, each example is introduced by a table that provides background information on: 

 The content items involved 

 Available metadata and the nature of this data 

 Whether the data is stored in an internal or external (with regards to the website) database  

 The supposed purpose of the website (educational, entertainment, narrative, documentation, …)  

 The nature of the website (static or dynamic, depending on the nature of the project: finished 
projects are considered static, while projects that are in permanent change and have continuous new 
implementations and improvements  are considered dynamic) 

 Interactivity elements for vistors, specifically through contributions, comments, tags. Or can visitors 
only view and share the content. 

See Annex I for a copy of D5.0, State-of-the-art of visual interfaces analysis report 

4. Public Portal  
 
The public portal is the main entry point for all target users and is developed in different stages: 

 The first stage of the public portal saw the creation of a website at month 3 that could help the 

partners in their dissemination and communication efforts, was an information channel for the 

project towards target users and the press, and created a private section where partners could find 

confidential information. This website is one of the main communication channels described in D3.37.  

 The second stage will see the development of this website into the final version of the communication 

and dissemination hub for the project. This version of the portal will take most of the information 

already present on the current project website and present it in a way that is directed at the different 

target groups, described in D3.3. The evolution of the communication hub will create a visual 

interface which is in line with the interface design, planned for the project’s functionalities and will 

better serve the communication and dissemination efforts, which will intensify during the next two 

years of the project. 

 The final stage of the public portal will see the second stage communication portal evolve into the e-

environment for the general public. The communication and dissemination functionalities will 

remain, but several content, metadata and annotation components will be added to create an 

interactive experience for users with the publically accessible content. This final stage will start at 

M24 and will be finished at M32 with the final release of the Public Central Portal.  

The next few chapters will focus on the virtual framework concept of the second stage for the portal design.  

 

 

                                                             
7 IMC Consortium, IMC-D3.3-Dissemination and Communication Plan-v1.2-final, www.imediacities.eu  
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4.1. User Requirements for the Public Portal (second stage) 
 

After analyzing the use cases, described in D2.1 and D2.28, the IMC public portal needs to have provisions 

for the following functionalities and services: 

A. Information point for general project information for all users 

 

All users and portal visitors must be able to easily find information on issues, such as: 

● Description and objectives of the project 

● Project participants 

● News from the project / blog 

● The statistics of the project (number of researchers, movies, cities, metadata, …) 

● Concept demo video  

● Link to very technical project space (containing information that is on the website now, but 

might not be interesting for regular users) 

● Contact information and links to the social media channels of the project 

● Newsletter registration 

● Links to ‘terms of use’ and other website and ethical use specific information 

 

The information services described below do not necessarily need to mention the user groups. They could just 

mention the specific functionalities, e.g. ‘Open source materials’ instead of ‘Information for ICT developers’. 

B. Information point for specific users: researchers 

● What are the functionalities of the research e-environment? Detailed search, make collections, 

save films to your own files, cut clips out of films, get inspired by different themes, add notes to 

content, responsive design. 

●  Available content that isn’t publically available 

● Quotes from other research users. 

C. Information point for specific users: FHIs 

● Benefits of and information on how to join the project, what they need to do, who to contact, 

etc. 

● Information on the costs for joining 

● Manual for preparation and upload of content items and metadata: target codes, fps, etc. 

D. Information point for specific users: ICT companies 

● Information on and link to the open datasets of the project 

● Information on the platform components implemented in IMC and possible re-use of the same 

components.  

● Contact information for the project and of the technical partners 

● Information on the open source components used and produced by the project needs to find a 

place on the website 

                                                             
8 IMC Consortium, IMC-D2.1-User requirements-v1.2-final & IMC-D2.2-User requirements: Analysis of business and 
system requirements-v1.4-final, www.imediacities.eu (Both are confidential and have restricted access) 
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● Call to use the open source components and the open datasets as much as possible. 

E. Information point for specific user groups: Commercial companies from the a/v sector 

● Contact information for the FHI partners 

● Commercial information regarding re-use of the content items. Can they buy the materials? 

How? 

● Further information on the resolution and technical specifics of the project content.  

F. Call for potential users and Beta-testers that want to be kept informed on the future developments of 

the system. This registration will be closely linked to the registration for the newsletter.  

 

G. Website specific functionalities 

● Helpdesk button leads to helpdesk page with themed FAQ’s 

● Contact button leads to form with fields for name, email address, message and adding a file from 

your computer. 

● Links to the Terms of Use, Privacy Policy and Disclaimer. 

● Password alteration options 

● Social media for the project 

4.2. Mock-up for public portal (second stage) 
 

The mock-up design for the second stage public portal is relatively straight-forward, as the portal at this stage 

still functions as a communication and dissemination hub and many of the functionalities, who will need their 

own mock-up, are not yet foreseen to be implemented at this stage. The general design of all mock-ups, 

including those in further chapters of this deliverable, only began after the extensive analysis of available 

virtual interfaces connected to existing websites and services (see Annex I, D5.0). Although that document 

and its analysis efforts were primarily focused on specific data visualization functionalities, it also provided 

CINECA with a better understanding of the design possibilities for the public portal at this stage.  

For the second stage public portal, a source of particular interest, and inspirational framework design, was 

Neuralstory site9, developed by the Imagelab of the University of Modena in Italy. This project is for primary 

school students, as an aid for their research work. Practically, this meant that all the documentaries of BBC 

“Planet Earth” were given to a neural network. The results gave the users shot recognition and the aggregation 

of some shots in a same scene. The users can thus add text, audio transcriptions, movies shots, scenes and 

images from this neural network to their own school research. The interface is simple and easily usable.   

                                                             
9 http://neuralstory.ing.unimore.it/  
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Images n. 1, 2  – Two screenshots from the Neuralstory Website 

A second source of inspiration, is the Ephemeral films project10. Three partner organizations joined together 

in this Austrian Future Fund project to make historic films available that shed light on National Socialism 

spreading in Austria. The project website permits browsing searching the content on the map. It is also 

possible to isolate people, landmarks or a period, and to focus on some topics. 

All the movies have metadata at the level of shot or frame, which enables advanced searches inside the shots 

of every  single movie, or on the level of the entire content item. It also permits the isolation of themes and 

the performance of research efforts. The relevant aspect, to IMC, is the editing framework, with its wide array 

of functionalities, useful for researchers. In particular the annotation functionalities. 

                                                             
10 http://efilms.ushmm.org/ 
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Images n. 3, 4 - Two screenshots from the Ephemeral films project Web site 

 

Lastly, another important source of inspiration was the IMC project website11 currently in use, since it has 

already provided some valuable feedback on the use of the project website as a communication channel. 

Based upon this research, the following public portal homepage and the public portal information page mock-

ups were created: 

                                                             
11 https://imediacities.eu/ 
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Image n. 5 - Mock-up Public Portal Homepage 
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Image n. 6 - IMC Information Page 

These two mock-ups are at the moment of creation of this deliverable under review by the Coordinator and 

certain WP Leaders. As soon as the final approved versions are available, the CINECA team will commence 

with the design of the other mock-ups necessary to create the second phase of the public portal.  

4.3. User Requirements for the Public E-environment (final stage) 
 

On top of the requirements already described for the second stage of the public portal, the requirements 

described in this chapter, have been identified for the public e-environments. These ‘new’ requirements are 

connected to functionalities that will be implemented incrementally starting from month 18 until the final 

release of the system. For the final stage of the project portal the following user and project requirements are 

defined: 

A. Registration point for all users, including researchers (functionality will be implemented as soon as the 

researcher e-environments are ready for use) 

Account registration is a functionality that is open to all users, even though not all users who register will 

receive credentials (username and password) to access the restricted e-environment.   

First page of account registration: 

● Description of account registration 
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● Field for ‘researcher code’ (Most researchers receive a ‘research identification card’ with UID 

codes attached to them. The project will search for an access control system that can 

automatically recognize as many codes for automated authorization of registration requests as 

possible.)  

 

The system allows partners to create codes for the project partners and selected authorized 

users. If API’s are available that allow interoperability with the project access control system, 

these will be implemented as much as resources allow during the project lifetime. One specific 

case of such a UID, will be the implementation of the ORCID12 number for researchers. 

● Link for users that do not have a valid UID code in accordance with installed APIs or generated 

and provided to the user by the project partners. (see page 2A) 

● Users need to opt-in and accept the Terms of Use, privacy policy and disclaimer. 

● Button to go to next step that can be activated as soon as a valid code was entered and the terms 

of use were accepted. (see page 2B) 

 

Page 2A of account registration: users that have no valid UID / project code 

● Information and explanatory text 

● Access request form (with explanation) with fields for: 

○ Name of user 

○ Email address 

○ Institute, archive or educational center you work for 

○ Occupation or function 

○ Reason of request 

● Users need to opt-in and accept the Terms of Use, privacy policy and disclaimer. 

● Send button that activates as soon as all fields have been filled out and user has accepted Terms 

of Use, privacy policy and disclaimer. 

Page 2B of account registration: users that have entered a valid code on page 1 

● Explanatory text 

● Registration form with personal information: These fields will be filled out automatically if we can 

establish a link to external databases for universities and institutes.  

Fields for: 

○ Name 

○ Email address  

○ Password 

○ Password again 

● API for login possibilities via Facebook-account 

● Next button that will only activate if all required fields are filled out. (See last steps below) 

 

Last steps for account registration of authorized users: 

● If an authorized user registers with a valid UID and goes through step 2B, he/she is considered an 

authorized user. After applying the ‘Next’-button on page 2B, the information page will inform 

                                                             
12 https://orcid.org/  
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the user that the system has send a confirmation email with a link to activate his account. The 

system requires activation before access to the private e-environment is granted. 

● Once the account is activated by the user who has clicked on the link in the mail, the login-page 

automatically opens up, where his/her email address and password are automatically filled in 

and the user only needs to click on the ‘Start’-button to enter the research e-environment. 

● The activation email contains some further information useful for the authorized user. This is 

information on the available content and functionalities after activation, quotation policy of the 

project, helpdesk information, etc. (cf. information for specific users: researchers). 

B. Login functionalities (functionality will be implemented as soon as the researcher e-environments are 

ready for use) 

● Fields for the username and password + login button. 

● Once a user is logged-in, the login button/link is replaced with the profile button/link, 

permanently displayed on every page of the e-environment. 

● Password retrieval option. 

C. Search engine and search functionalities 

● The publically accessible content and the metadata of the access restricted content items can be 

browsed by search engine or by applying pre-defined filters.  

● Specific predefined search queries that have results for every city or for themes will be visualized 

on the public e-environment landing page. 

D. Visualization of content through: 

Dynamic map/timeline 

● Functionality that shows public accessible content on dynamic maps, refined by predefined filters 

applicable to geolocation and production year. 

● The default starting map is a map of Europe with visualization of the project cities. The number 

of publically available content items per city are mentioned. By activating a city on the map, it 

changes to a current map of the activated city, which has references to geolocation points with 

available content items. Activating one geolocation point, opens up list of available content items 

for that point. Content items are ranked oldest to newest, based upon production date. If only 

one content item is available for that geolocation point, the relevant content item page opens 

immediately. Available content items means publically accessible content items as well as 

metadata information for access restricted content items. (See Content Item Page)  

● The current city maps can also be controlled by a timeline. Default starting at the current year, 

once a timeline is activated by a user (applying a slider or entering a year or period in a search 

field), the city map belonging to that time period is shown, which only contains references for 

geolocation points that have content items for the chosen period. When using a slider, the user 

can see the city map and its content item reference points dynamically change with the timeline. 

● Extensive state-of-the-art analysis of existing methods for this type of visualization was 

performed by CINECA. See Chapter 4.4 below. 

Content items lists  

 Content items will be visualized in lists as a result of several user interactions, most notably as 

search results. Both for search engine and predefined queries, if more than one content item 

applies. 
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 Content items on a list will always be visualized with at least a thumbnail (for videos of the first 

key frame), the original title and a visual reference to the content type (film, image or text) 

 Activating a content item on a list, will bring the user to the relevant Content Item Page. 

Content Item Page 

 The Content Item Page will contain a content viewing solution (depending on content type), a 

visualization of a subset of available metadata, a link to visualize all available metadata, links to 

other content item pages, links to social media sharing buttons (only if FHI source of content 

authorized this functionality for the content item), Link to dynamic map/timeline visualization of 

content item (only if geolocation metadata is present), Visualization of applicable metadata 

keywords (when activated by user will lead to content list of related content items). 

 An extra feature which can be accessed from the content item page is the annotation tool for the 

content.  

 The media-player on content item pages of content with restricted access, can only be activated 

if a user has logged in with an authorized account. If a user is not logged in or has no account, 

information on how a user can get access is presented instead.  

 Certain metadata values can be activated/clicked on from the content item page and will lead to 

a content list of related items.  

 

E. The  City homepages (Will be available as soon as the virtual exhibitor tool is available on the restricted 

e-environment) 

As anticipated in the Grant Agreement (WP5), the visual framework will also provide a solution that will 

allow archive and research users to present collections of A/V contents, metadata and information in a 

dynamic way. This so-called ‘My City’-functionality will enable each archive or research partner to present 

dynamic collections of their own choice through a virtual exhibitor tool. This will create virtual 

presentations based upon themes chosen by the authorized user that created them. The public portal will 

provide links to all publically available ‘My City’-presentations, ranked by city.  Archive and research users 

can choose to make a presentation publicly accessible and can only use content items or parts thereof 

that have no access restrictions. Metadata and context information can be freely used for this 

functionality.  

4.4. Mock-up for public e-environment functionalities 
 

As with the mock-up design for the second phase of the public portal, any mock-up for the public e-

environment will only to be created after the analysis of the user requirements and the state-of-the-art 

analysis described in chapter 3 was completed.  

With regards to the annotation and tagging functionalities, CINECA was able to extensively test the 

functionalities of the editing tools of the Ephemeral films project13, which was developed in collaboration with 

project partner OFM and covers different interesting functionalities for video analysis and annotation, aimed 

at different types of users, most notably researchers and FHI users. 

                                                             
13 http://efilms.ushmm.org/,  http://efilms.ushmm.org/editorV/index.php  
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For this deliverable, only the first version of the mock-up of the login-page was already finished and added. 

It is, together with the mock-up design for the public portal homepage and the IMC information page, 

currently under review by the Coordinator and certain WP Leaders.  

 

Image n. 7 - IMC Login Page 

5. Private / Research e-environment 
 

Once a user has registered and activated their login, as described in the previous chapter, he/she will be led 

to his/her personal workspace, which is an individualized version of the research e-environment. This private 

e-environment should have the same elements as the public e-environment, but has several more 

functionalities not available to non-authorized users: 

● Profile page: On this page a user can add some information on themselves, add a picture, change 

their username and password and select their default preferred city, research subjects and metadata 

language. 

● Default see a map and timeline of their preferred city. A permanent link to the European map will 

remain available to help navigate towards other maps and cities 

● Private workspace with their personal lists (created manually by the user or automatically by the 

system as a result of the user’s activities), their personal notes, content item suggestions based upon 

their previous actions, preferred city, etc.  

● The ranking of all lists can be changed by applying available filters. 

● Upload functionality. This provides access to an interface that controls both repositories and allows 

for the user to add, edit or remove content and metadata 

● Search paths based on a combination of their profile preferences (city + research subject + language) 

● Access to the ‘My City’ dashboard. 

  

Certain users can have an administrator profile. On top of the above mentioned elements, they can also: 

 

● Access the registration dashboard, which stores all registration requests alongside their status. These 

statuses can be changed here. 
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● Access the content management dashboard, which allows them to edit their institute’s general 

information, as well as all tags, annotations, information and content pertaining to their content 

items.  

● Access the admin panel of the site, where they can see the site statistics 

● They can export all metadata for the films of their archive in a CVS and xml-format. 

● See the email address of all users attached to their city, in order to contact them. This by using an 

internal messaging system. 

 

5.1. Mock-up for the Private e-environment 
 

This chapter presents a first study of the mock-up for the Private e-environment to be updated according to 

the feedback from the coordinator, following the Agile methodology. 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, FHI and research users will have access to a dashboard that will allow 

them to create virtual exhibitions, using available content, information and metadata. This dashboard will also 

allow them to add specific information, which is not yet available in the project repositories. 

The process leading towards a personalized management of collections by archives and research partners 

dwells upon the use of the section “My dashboard” in the private / research e-environment (see paragraph 

5.1) and the selection of “virtual collections” inside the platform. 

The creation of a selection named “virtual collections” is further improved, for the back office activities, by 

the possibility of organizing a selection of content items (shots from movies, still images, documents) by 

sorting their order for the sake of creating a personalized presentation, which can take the form of a 

conceptual succession of still and moving images. It will be possible for users to add captions and explanations 

in this personalized selection, and to select main and secondary content items among them. Content items 

labelled as “main” are the backbone of an automatic presentation starting inside the Virtual Collection Creator 

(to be explained later in the chapter). The sum of both groups (main and secondary contents) constitute the 

complete thematic exhibition. 

For example, it would be possible, through the ‘My dashboard’ functionality, to perform and curate an 

exhibition on the topic of transportation and to set up and publish a virtual exhibition with the results, 

conveniently re-organized and commented by the curator. This will not only ameliorate the discovery process 

of the content, but can improve the comparison of content items coming from and referring to different 

locations. 
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Image n. 8  - IMC private researchers’ dashboard, first study 
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5.2. Virtual Creator for thematic collections for archives and researchers  
 

5.2.1 The Virtual Collection Creator tool 

 
The Virtual Collection presents the general public with a 3D Virtual Exhibition. The Virtual Exhibition simulates 

a set up similar to those created in real / physical spaces, instead of a simple list of items or a gallery of photos 

or pieces of movies. 

The Virtual Collection Creator tool is an online 3D virtual environment, based on the Blend4Web 3D Web 

framework14, capable of hosting and exhibiting a selection of content items that archives and researchers 

have thematically created inside their own “My dashboard”. 

The Blend4Web framework is an Open Source solution that has recently been used by NASA to present the 

wider public with the latest discoveries made while exploring the Mars via the Curiosity rover15.   

The implementation of the Virtual Collection aims to generate a flexible virtual environment for presenting 

the content of the thematic exhibitions mimicking the feel of a real space.  

Search queries carried out on the IMC platform will present a result that can be ordered with numbers and 

integrated with further explanations for each item. Check boxes enable to discriminate between two possible 

subsections: main and secondary items. The selection of items labeled as “main” generates an automatic 

presentation inside the exhibition.  

The tool can dynamically create a set of virtual rooms automatically adapting itself to the number of items to 

be displayed. (See the mock-ups below in images 4-7). The problem of the automatic distribution of the items 

is referable to the combinatorial problems of the knapsack or rucksack type and has been solved with the 

elaboration of an ad hoc algorithm. A script in Python will set the items inside the virtual rooms. 2D images 

(photos and/or a frame from the shots or segments of movies selected to be part of the thematic collection) 

are applied to 3D objects simulating physical support, usually used in the set-up of real/physical exhibitions. 

The visualisation of the Virtual Collections will be available on desktop and mobile devices. For the 

optimisation of the performances precomputed global illumination will be used.  

  

                                                             
14 www.blend4web.com  
15 https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/new-online-exploring-tools-bring-nasas-journey-to-mars-to-new-generation 
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Images n. 9 – 12 - The geometries of the room hosting the exhibition automatically adapt to the number of items 

The presentation is a predefined walkthrough among the items with an optional text to speech system reading 

the notes and explanations attached to each item. The user can follow the predefined automatic walkthrough 

or freely navigate the thematic selection. The content is exhibited as a collection of images and, in case of 

movies, clicking on the image will start the movie. 

At the end of the 3 years of the IMC project, it is possible that the Virtual Collection Creator tool will be made 

available to the general public too, depending on resources and usability. 

 

 

Image n. 13 - An example of a Virtual Exhibition taken from the application, developed for the Reggia di Caserta and the Terrae 

Motus set up (a contemporary art collection)16. In this case the exhibition, based on the same framework Blend4web as the one used 

in IMC, has a fixed set-up and the items presented do not come from a query.   

                                                             
16 https://hpc-forge.cineca.it/files/visit_reggiacaserta/public/demo_01/terremotus/terremotus.html  
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Image n. 14 - A screenshot taken from the application developed for the Reggia di Caserta and the Terrae Motus collection set up. 

Each item pertaining to the exhibition is linked to an information tag. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

This document has presented, from the visual interface point of view, the main functionalities foreseen for 

the public portal and the IMC e-environments, in order to fulfill the IMC requirements expressed in 

deliverables D2.1 and D2.2. The design of the visual representation of these functionalities is intended to be 

a continuously upgradable process during the development of the project, following the Agile approach 

described in the chapter 2. In accordance with the design and development work of the system’s architecture 

and any further elaborations with regards to certain project requirements. 

The in-depth state-of the Art review carried out on several services and websites with similar objectives and 

functionalities, reported in D5.0 , and the analysis in D2.2 containing the descriptions of the use cases,  formed 

the background for the upgradable visual interface design of the system’s mock-ups.  

Several first drafts of these mock-ups were added to this report. Those that refer to the public portal as a 

communication hub, are currently under review by the Coordinator and certain WP Leaders. As soon as they 

have given their final ok, CINECA will proceed with the design of all necessary mock-ups, referring to the public 

portal (second phase). That review will be finished at the beginning of M14, after which the development of 

the second phase of the public portal (communication and dissemination hub of the project) will commence, 

to be finished and deployed in M15.  

For the development of the e-environments’ visual interface,  the following methodology will be used: The 

designed mock-ups for all functionalities will go through a first review by the Coordinator and WP Leaders 

after which they will be shared with the partners for their validation. This methodology can be applied easily, 
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as the Agile design method allows for constant modifications. All final mock-ups will be published on the IMC 

section of the the B2DROP workspace (accessible to all partners) and will be annexed to relevant deliverables, 

describing the functioning and/or architecture design of the components. 

This report also provides more detail on a very specific project tool to be developed for the visual 

representation of the content, data and even the research results: the Virtual exhibition tool. This tool will 

allow authorized users to create visually appealing presentations and exhibitions, which can then be shared 

with the general public, either via the IMC portal or via integration with external websites. This tool will not 

only vastly improve the dissemination capabilities for the project, but will also create a more engaged use of 

the platform.  
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Annex I. State of the Art Analysis of Data and Content Visualization 
solutions 
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D5.0 State-of-the-art of visual interfaces analysis 
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Deliverable Description 
 

This is a technology assessment document providing indications on the state of the art web interfaces used to 

show information related to space and time. 

The main functions that the I-Media-Cities portal will provide visitors can be resumed in: 

● Data visualization in space and time for video contents, that means the possibility to locate the audio 

visual content in a map, and in time 

● The possibility to select a region, or a time lapse to redirect specific searches 

● The possibility for end-users (public  website visitors) to tag, to identify unidentified locations, to bring 

in memories and social history of the place, comment and share contents in the most common social 

network 

● The possibility for researchers (private environment with login and password) to study, browse and 

annotate the contents. 

● The possibility for the system to recognize, in video frames, video sequences, or in photos, details of 

interest for end users. 

 

In heritage projects there are several websites that provide geographical and time-related access to resources, 

that are catalogued and metadata provided to optimize and simplify searches, as well as in commercial projects. 

The focus of the following project is both for user experience, in the performance of the system itself. In case of 

heritage projects, the focus is also in the complete catalogue information of the resources. As well, in 

commercial projects there are other functionality that can be considered as an inspiration for the I-Media-Cities 

project as well. 

This documents tries to give reference also for the state-of-the-art projects in important world fairs, as Dubai Oil 

Fair, or Frankfurt Book Fair that are no documented at all in literature besides the Company's internal notes or 

archives, so only projects with documentations and references will be noted in this deliverable, also because 

world fairs exhibitions are made to show results to public, investors, stakeholders, and not to provide 

visualization of real time data. 

In the following list relevant examples of websites that enhance some functions that can be interesting for the 

project are listed out. The examples are divided by function, and by the typology of the website that present the 

functionality. 

Each example is introduced by a table that gives a common background of some main feature that can be 

inferred from the website: 

● The content  

● If items are catalogued with metadata, if they are in a database (internal/external from the website) 

● The supposed purpose of the website (educational, entertainment, narrative, documentation, …) 

● The nature of the website, if static or dynamic, depending on the nature of the project: if it is finished 

(static) or is in permanent change and implementation (dynamic) 

● If visitors can interact with the content with contributions, comments, tags, or if they can only view and 

share. 

The information on the tables are mostly inferred, by the information or the colophon of the websites. A more 

scientific and detailed approach can be performed in the future, if needed. 
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Timelined Maps 

Virtual exhibitions related interfaces 
MuseoTorino 
http://www.museotorino.it/resources/navigator/museo.html 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Museum of the city 

of Turin 

Yes catalogued, 

metadata 

Narrative, 

educational, 

amusement 

dynamic Yes * 

 

 

 
 

MuseoTorino opens in 2011 and become the most interesting virtual museum in Italy. The website, and the 

timelined map, are the museum of the city of Turin that has also a center of interpretation and a regular 

publication. The visitors and the citizens of Turin can suggest more layers and more POIs. It is supposed to be the 

possibility to add contents in the museum, that will be released in the future. 

 

Hotchkiss Maps the Battle of Fredericksburg for his Child 
http://hotchkiss.neatline.org/neatline-exhibits/show/my-dear-little-nelly/fullscreen 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Battleplans, letters, 

map, dates and 

facts 

Yes catalogued, 

metadata (*Omeka 

database) 

Narrative, 

educational 

static no 

 

 
The website provides a the history of the battle plans of Fredericksburg, December 11–15, 1862, in and around 

Fredericksburg, Virginia, between General Robert E. Lee's Confederate Army of Northern Virginia and the Union 

Army of the Potomac, commanded by Major General Ambrose Burnside. The website provides the timeline of 

the five days of the battle, the narration of the battle made by the letters that Civil War cartographer Jedediah 

Hotchkiss wrote to his childrens, the historical map of the battleplan, and several informations about. The 

system is based on Omeka, the famous virtual museum cataloguing framework, and Netline plugin. 

A similar theme is also provided in the virtual exhibition website for the Battle of Chancellorsville, narrated by 

Jedediah Hotchkiss. 
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"I am It, and It is I" - Lovecraft in Providence 
http://lovecraft.neatline.org/neatline-exhibits/show/lovecraft-in-providence/fullscreen 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

dates and facts  Yes catalogued, 

metadata (*Omeka 

database) 

Narrative, 

educational 

static no 
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The website provides a detailed timeline of the lifetime event of H. P. Lovecraft in Providence, while the map 

highlight the places of interest. All the fragments of Lovecraft books are referenced, and all the quoted venues in 

Providence are simply discoverable by colors. It is based on Omeka and Netline plugin. 

Project Gemini over Baja California Sur 
http://neatline.dclure.org/neatline/show/gemini-over-baja-california 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Description of the 

Gimini mission 

Yes catalogued, 

metadata (*Omeka 

database) 

Narrative, 

educational 

static no 

 

 

 
 

The website investigate the Gemini and Mercury projects, about the possibility to send humans on the Moon. It 

is interesting the relations between the photos in the interface, developed by Mapbox 

https://www.mapbox.com/ It is based on Omeka and Netline plugin. 

 

 

 

 

Mappot and A.M.O. Venezia 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.it.iuav.AMOVenezia 

http://mappot.appstor.io/ 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Dates and 

description of 

historical fact and 

places; historical 

Venice maps 

Supp. Yes, not 

metadata 

Narrative, 

entertainment 

static no 
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The two IUAV apps are about the ancient cartography of Venice, with a focus on the ancient Ghetto. The 

interface indulge on the magnificent historical cartography. It is a reference by creating different ancient 

cartography layers over the technical map (google map, openstreet map), instead using a timeline. The 

cartography switches on the one related to the requested time lapse 

 

Imagine Rio 
http://imaginerio.org/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Dates and facts, 

historical photos of 

Rio 

Supp. Yes 

catalogued, 

metadata  

Narrative, 

educational, 

discovery 

static no 

 

 
 

Imagine Rio is a website that permits to study the historical, social and geographic reasons of Rio de Janeiro 

urban area developing. The use of historical photos and maps is remarkable, as the timeline that is user-friendly, 

even if it cannot provide information for time lapses. 

 

Interactive map of  Belarusian history 
http://map.letapis.by/en/#1243 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

History of Ukraine, 
dates and facts, 
developing of the 
state boundaries 

Supp. Yes  Narrative, 
educational 

static no 

 

 

 
 

This website explains the Ukrainian history with a very simple, attractive and useful use of a vertical timeline and 

the background map, that permit a very comprehensive understanding of the topics. 
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 Old San Francisco 
http://www.oldsf.org/# 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Historical photos of 

San Francisco 

San Francisco Public 

Library Photo 

collection 

Educational, 

discovery 

Dynamic (on 

implementation of 

National Library 

database) 

no 

 

 
 

This site provides an alternative way of browsing the SFPL's San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection. Its 

goal is to help you discover the history behind the places you see every day. The website is developed by a 

private citizen and the data that are shown come from the database of the San Francisco Public Library's San 

Francisco Historical Photograph Collection. They were culled from many sources, including the now-defunct San 

Francisco News-Call Bulletin. 

 

The Library retains the copyright for many of these images. For details, please read their Permissions page and 

FAQ. 

 

The creators of this site did not collect or digitize any of these images — credit for that massive undertaking 

belongs entirely to the Library. not affiliated with the San Francisco Public Library in any way. The creators of this 

site associated latitudes and longitudes to the images in the San Francisco Historical Photograph Collection. The 

geocodes are based on two sources: 
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- Photo Subjects. All photographs in the “City Hall (old)” series presumably belong to the same place. They 

manually geocoded several hundred subjects. 

- Addresses and Cross-Streets. The photo descriptions often contain either an address, block number or set of 

cross-streets. These were converted to coordinates using the Google Geocoding API. 

It is a remarkable projects, even if the visualization of the single items is poor. 

 

Ska music timeline 
http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=8526c4d4ab9948fca44e35f7d7f850d2 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Facts, dates, photos Supp. not Narrative, 

entertainment 

static no 

 

 

 
Made with Arcgis, his website doesn’t provide a “real” timeline but 3 different periods in the history of Ska 

music. It provides also videos sounds and images, based on the location. 
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American Panorama 
http://dsl.richmond.edu/panorama/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Dacts, dates Yes with metadata Educational, 

documentation 

static no 

 

 

 
University of Richmond experimental United States atlas. It combines state of the art data analysis with 

geographical information, and a timeline for different events and data topics. The maps are built with Carto 

technology, quite interesting. 

It is notable that the data end information on the maps are divided in “Narratives” and “Data”. 
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VIDEO 360° responsive video map and timeline 
Greeenpeace Gestrandete Wale 
http://www.gestrandete-wale.info/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Videos, dates and 

facts, photos 

Supp. not Political, social 

condemnation 

static no 

 

 

 
 

Greenpeace outstands its public with amazing technological effects to inform about their topics of interest. In 

this website the interface is a 360° interactive video, where there are put textual information, other videos, and 

a timeline that shows the most important event on the whales massacre. In the past, discontinued, Greenpeace 

released the Gazprom “into the Arctic” interactive map. 
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3D timelined map 
Gallipoli the first days - interactive 3D ABC documentary website 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Location, historical 

facts, numbers 

Supp. yes Data visualization, 

facts interpretation 

Static (*with yearly 

updates) 

no 

 

 
This project is linked to a documentary shown in the network ABC. It provides an interactive visualization of the 

events in a real map of Gallipoli, with a very immersive videogame-like technique. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Data Visualization 
The Refugee Project 
http://www.therefugeeproject.org/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Location, historical 

facts, numbers 

Supp. yes Data visualization, 

facts interpretation 

Static (*with yearly 

updates) 

no 

 

 

 
This website gives to users two perspectives: the first, letting them locate in the map the states from where the 

refugees come from, with numbers and historical references in the timeline and also in the description, and the 

perspective of the destinations of the refugees, with numbers and other informations in the timeline and over 

the interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

US Presidents 
http://www.simile-widgets.org/exhibit/examples/presidents/presidents.html 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Places of birth and 

facts about US 

Presidents 

Supp. not Educational static no 

 

 

 

 
Map that describe the Presidents of United States of America, and that permit to focus on some common 

qualities and thematics of the Presidents, beside their history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PICS - New York Public Library Photographers’ Identities Catalog 
http://pic.nypl.org/map 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Relevant places and 

dates of 

photographers 

Supp. yes Educational, data 

visualization 

Static (developed 

on a regular base) 

no 

 

 

 

Map and timeline of photographers that contributed in the collections of NYPL. The website is powered by 

Openstreetmaps and Mapbox. It shows identities and short bio of 116,449 photographers in 173,901 locations, 

from 1687* to 2016 (*providing informations of photography precursors and inventors) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crime Mapping 
http://www.crimemapping.com/map/agency/265 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Crimes data and 

dates, location. 

Yes, of National 

Police Department 

Data visualization, 

citizenship 

Dynamic (update 

daily) 

no 
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Merely texts or 

database fields 

 

 

 

 
 

This website using advanced GIS solutions provide a real time visualization of the crimes that Police is managing, 

in various districts of USA. From the homepage you have to choose the police district of interest, then  the 

toolbar permit to identify a time range or a specific time of events to visualize, and the icons provide a simple 

identification of the events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The globe of economic complexity animated map 
http://globe.cid.harvard.edu/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Economic and 

statistics data on 

nations 

Supp. yes Educational, 

research 

Dynamic 

(*discontinued) 

no 
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This is a project made by Harward University, about world trades with the aim to creating a world atlas. It is 

focused on 2012, but the visualization of each Nation permit to focus on a time range between 1995 and 2012. 

The animations of the countries in the globe or in the world planisphere is remarkable. 

Commercial projects 
All Internet memes timeline 
http://www.dipity.com/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Date and related 

location of the most 

important global 

social networks 

meme, videos and 

photos 

Supp. not Entertainment, 

amusement 

static no 
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Based on Dipity, it permit to see in a timeline as well as in a map (with a very simple switch)  all the Internet 

memes, with pics, videos and descriptions 

Even if it is a performing system, Dipity seems discontinued since 2011, but it can be a good reference as a 

timeline geographical interface. 

 

 

 

Game of Thrones - A song of ice and fire speculative map 
http://quartermaester.info/ 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Facts (texts and 

web links), 

locations and dates 

of important events 

of the saga and the 

TV series 

Supp. not Entertainment, 

amusement 

Static (updated 

every episode or 

new book) 

no 

 

 

 
 

The aim of the project is to create a map and a timeline of the events that are in the famous HBO television 

series “Game of Thrones”, and the books of the saga “A song of ice and fire” by George R. R. Martin. It is a 

speculative map because it visualize a world that don’t exist, but can be imagined by the books and episodes of 

the saga/series. The timeline is represent or by the chapters of the books, or the episodes of the TV series. WHat 

is remarkable in the user experience is that the timeline is ruled by the choice of the main reference: or books, 

or series, and that there is a “spoiler control”, that permit not to visualize information over a certain episode, or 

chapter. The interface permit also to isolate a character, to highlight in the maps the informations about his 

story in the plot. 

This timelined map is an evolution from the idea of the “middle Earth” timelined map, because it represent the 

complexity of the books of the saga and the episodes of the series, and the plots of each character in the story. 
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Emirates Airlines: Inspire me 
http://www.emirates.com/english/plan_book/inspire-me/inspire-me.aspx 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Destination of 

journeys with 

photos 

Supp. yes Promotion, 

advertising 

dynamic no 

 

 
 

Emirates airlines has released an interactive map that permits to put the supposed travel dates and some values 

for the desired trip. The suggestions from Emirates scheduled flights appeare on the world map, with photos, 

videos and informations on the destination, to let visitors be inspired to book their flight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Britain on films 
http://www.bfi.org.uk/britain-on-film 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Video, movies, 

documentaries, 

footages on United 

Kingdom 

Yes with metadata Educational, 

entertainment, 

amusement 

dynamic no 
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Britain on Films is the biggest project of UK video archives by the British Film Institute, to share all the video 

heritage of the nations. The documents are shown by the preminent location of shooting, or of the content of 

the video. There are also several movies, UK productions, and contents for kids and families. The sustainability 

model is quite interesting, giving some forms of yearly subscriptions, or pay-per-view model. 

 

Google Night Walk 
https://nightwalk.withgoogle.com/ 

 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Guided streetwalk 

of cities at night, 

sound, narrations 

Yes with metadata entertainment, 

amusement 

Static no 

 

Google Night Walk is a series of cities narrated during the night, by the voice of artist or art celebrities that are 

linked to the city. The first example of that serie is Marseille, and at now it is the only city that has its nightwalk. 

There is a map with the POIs, and the narration of the artist that guides the tour in the night streetview of the 

city. The whole effect is strongly emotional. 
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World Fairs Exhibitions 
Oil Fair Moscow - Transneft 
https://www.behance.net/gallery/16189229/TRANSNEFT-INTERACTIVE-MAP 

 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Pipelines and the oil 

and gas journey in 

Russian Federation 

territory 

Supp. no Amusement, 

advertising 

static no 
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This project is presented, as explained in the introduction, only to show the state of the art in World Fairs and 

Exhibition. The designers are orienting in videogames maps interface. 

 

Timeline Only 

Relevant Heritage Projects 
British Library 
http://www.bl.uk/learning/timeline/index.html 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Relevant 

documents of the 

British Library, 

audio, video, text, 

photos 

Yes with metadata Educational static no 

 

 
 

A visualization of some important documents of British Library. The intent is to create a timeline of the whole 

history of United Kingdom.  

 

 

 

 

 

JFK shoot 
http://www.simile-widgets.org/timeline/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Facts related to the 

shooting 

Supp. not Educational static Yes * 

 

 

 

 
 

Made with Simile widget, permits to browse the event timeline of the Dallas event. It’s remarkable the 

possibility to discuss all the events noted in the timeline (*functionality not available anymore) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHR Timeline 
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/525492/Committee-on-Human-Rights-CHR/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Facts related to the 

Committee 

Supp. yes Educational, 

research 

static No 
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Using Tiki Toki tool, ONU Committee of Human Rights use essentially the timeline, that is animated on a 

planisphere in a “Guitar Hero” like interactive animation tool 

 

 

Osterrichte Mediatek - Akustische Chronik 
http://www.akustische-chronik.at/1958-1959/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Movies from the 

archive 

Supp. yes Educational static No 

 

 
The website visualizes audio and audiovisual contents of the Archive divided by year. In the year of the creation, 

that was 2007, it was quite innovative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

European Film Gateway - EFG 1914 
http://exhibition.europeanfilmgateway.eu/efg1914/chronology 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Facts related to 

First World War 

Supp. yes Educational static No 

Virtual exhibition on the First World War made with the content of the archives. The exhibition “European Film 

and the First World War” is part of the European Film Gateway, a web portal facilitating online access to 
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hundreds of thousands of historical film documents as preserved in European film archives and cinémathèques. 

The exhibition was developed within the context of EFG1914, a project running from 2012 to 2014 and targeted 

on digitising films and non-film materials from and related to World War One for the European Film Gateway. 

The project was co-funded by the Community Programme ICT PSP of the European Union. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Histography Four Hundred years 
http://histography.io/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Timeline 

visualization of 

wikipedia pages 

Supp. yes  Research,, 

amusement 

Dynamic * Yes * 
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This websites offers a visualization of items from wikipedia, divided by topics (wars, literature, assassinations, 

politics, constructions…) 

There is a timeline on the bottom where it is possible to choose the interval between the years, and the topics 

selected. 

It is not possible to know if the timeline interacts presenting the latest wikipedia entry for a topic, and the user 

can interact producing pages in wikipedia. 

 
 

 

Map only 

Relevant Heritage Projects 
Ephemeral films project 
http://efilms.ushmm.org/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Videos on a 

particular historical 

period 

Supp. yes Research,, 

amusement 

static no 
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Three partner organizations joined together in this Austrian Future Fund project to make historic films available 

that shed light on National Socialism spreading in Austria. The project website permit to browse the movies or to 

search on the map for some content. It is possible also to isolate people, landmark or a period, to focus on some 

topics. 

 

 
All the movies have metadata at a level of shot or frame, that permit to make advanced searches inside the 

content of the single movies, or on the whole, to isolate themes and make research. 
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Österreichische Mediatek: Akustischer Stadtplan 
http://www.mediathek.at/stadtplan/ 

 

Content 

 

Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Audio recording 

from the archive 

Supp. yes Educational static No 

 

The Archive visualizes almost of the contents in a geographic interface. 
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MyProvence Festival ed. 2012 
https://www.myprovence.fr/snapshots2012/#/en/regards-artistes 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Venues of artworks 

and performances 

during the festival 

Supp. not Promotional, 

amusement 

static no 
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The website presents the city of Marseille, the location of the festival, both in a map and in a landscape view. It 

permits to locate and browse all the artworks that were performed or exposed during the exhibition. 

 

Old New York City map 
https://www.oldnyc.org/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Protos from the 

New York Public 

Library 

Yes with metadata Educational, 

research, 

documentation 

Dynamic no 
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Recently with a brand new app, this project made by New York City Public Library doesn’t has the appeal of San 

Francisco City map because of the lack of a timeline and the (boring) regularity of the photo points in the map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

StreetMuseum app 
https://www.museumoflondon.org.uk/discover/museum-london-apps 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Photos from the 

Museum of London 

Archive 

Yes with metadata Educational, turism static no 
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Streetmuseum, developed in 2011, remains a milestone in heritage data visualization. The app simply provides in 

the map the exact location of some of the most interesting historical photos of the London Museum. The user 

can use the device as an ideal screen for augmented reality, to make comparisons between the historical photo 

and the present. The app has got also a special section about roman history in London 
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Collage - the London picture archive 
http://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk/home?WINID=1470829631799 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

London archives 

photos 

Yes with metadata Educational, 

research 

Dynamic no 

 

 
 

Over 250,000 images of London from the collections at London Metropolitan Archives and Guildhall Art Gallery, 

presented with a map. All the images are with metadata, and it is possible to search with several criteria. It is 

possible to browse the map, or to choose a street or a venue from the list, or browse the topic of the photos 
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VIDEO - Eyewitnesses real time world map 
https://lab.witness.org/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Videos, dates and 

facts, 

Supp. yes Political, social 

condemnation 

static* Dynamic ** no* yes ** 
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In collaboration with Google News, this Charity shows on a map abuse and discrimination, violence, assault 

victims verified videos*. It is also present a less visual map that shows real time video documents** on the 

Charity topics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOUND - Bolognoise 
Discontinued 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Geolocalized 

audiorecording of 

Bologna 

Supp. yes Amusement, 

entertainment 

Dynamic yes  

 

Bolognoise project was about a geolocalized database of soundscape in Bologna. The project was discontinued 

in 2014. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SOUND - Acusmatiq Geotracks 
Layar layer 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Geolocalized 

audioguides/sounds

capes of Ancona 

Supp. yes Amusement, 

entertainment 

Static No 

 

 
 

This Augmented Reality layer permit to have in the augmented reality browser Layar an audioguide or a 

soundscape that activates in proximity of a venue, for an emotional visit to the city. The sound are temporized, 

and permit a full listening walking through the path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commercial project 
Pokemon Go EDA 
https://jiashenliu.shinyapps.io/PokemonGo/ 

https://github.com/liujiashen9307/KaggleCompetition/tree/master/PokemonGo 
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Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Statistical data 

about the Pokemon 

go apparences. 

Yes  Educational, 

research, 

amusement 

Static no 

 

 
Based on a webapp for R, the app shows geographic data about the Pokemon appearance. It visualizes also time 

data without any timeline. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tagging and organize users researches 

Heritage projects 
ArtUK 
http://artuk.org/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Places of birth and 

facts about US 

Presidents 

Yes with metadata Educational, 

research, 

amusement 

Dynamic Yes 

 

 
Art UK is the successor to Your Paintings. It is a joint initiative between the Public Catalogue Foundation (now 

known as Art UK), 212,596 artworks. 3,256 venues. 38,319 artists,3000 museums and other art collections, and 

the BBC. It shows all the artworks of the selected institutions, and permits to the public to “tag” the artworks. It 

is quite interesting the UK map, that shuffles the artworks and the institution on command, to permit to explore 

the website content. 
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Memoro 
http://www.memoro.org/us-en/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Video recording 

from ‘900 

memories 

Yes with metadata Educational, 

research, 

amusement 

Dynamic Yes 

 

 
Memoro, the  memory bank, permit to people worldwide to video-interview elder people and put their 

recordings on the website. The project is aimed to enhance the memory of XX Century. The volunteer activity of 

internet users is remarkable, by the will of elder people to narrate their stories, and the will of youngest to 

preserve them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Città Educante - Neural Story ImageLab Modena University 
http://neuralstory.ing.unimore.it/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

BBC documentary 

“Planet Earth” 

series 

Yes with metadata 

and deep machine 

Educational, 

research,  

Dynamic Yes 
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learning neural 

network 

 

 

 
 

 

This project is for Primary School kids, as an aid for their research. All the documentaries of BBC “Planet Earth” 

were given in a neural network, that made deep learning on those movies and on the transcription of the audio 

commentary. The result is the shot recognition and also the aggregation of some shots in a same scene. The kids 

can use those database to add text, audio transcription, movies shots, scenes, images to a school research. 
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Commercial projects 
Google Cultural Institute 
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Photos, videos of 

artworks from 

collections, street 

view of museums 

Yes with metadata 

(from the 

institutions 

Educational, 

amusement, 

Dynamic Yes 

 

 
 

Google Cultural Institute is a gigantic project. What is most relevant in our specific case is the ability to show 

users’ personal aggregations of materials (galleries) in other searches, enhancing the knowledge about the 

relations between objects for researchers. 

 

Getty images - Footages 
http://www.gettyimages.it/footage 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

Photos of the 

collection 

Yes with metadata Research, 

amusement, 

commercial 

static no 
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Getty collections have no timelines or maps, but they have a big editorial curation, showing everytime unusual 

aggregations of their materials, that has got a lot of metadata descriptive tags. The limit is in the internal search 

engine. 

 

 

 

 

Details recognition: photos 

Commercial projects 
Re-Capcha 
https://www.google.com/recaptcha/intro/index.html 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     
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Millions of CAPTCHAs are solved by people every day. reCAPTCHA makes positive use of this human effort by 

channeling the time spent solving CAPTCHAs into digitizing text, annotating images, and building machine 

learning datasets. This in turn helps preserve books, improve maps, and solve hard AI problems 

Face.com - acquired by Facebook 
 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     

 

 

... 
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Face.com was a technology developed by the Israeli secret services years ago, that became a commercial 

project, and then was bought by Facebook. The feature of this technology is to recognize faces in photos, and 

due to users tags recognize single persons in photos. The capability of this system are symbiotic with the video-

surveillance technology, after they came in common market, due to other state-of-the-art technology for 

security and surveillance. 
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SelfiExploratory by SelfieCity  
http://selfiecity.net/selfiexploratory/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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Real time instagram 

selfies of 6 cities 

Supp. yes research dynamic no 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

SelfieCity is a Lev Manovich project that study the style of selfies in 6 cities in the world using a mix of theoretic, 

artistic and quantitative methods. The SelfiExploratory gives some tools, geographic, demographic and of 

sentiment analysis, about the dataset of the project and the findings of the research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Artbit app 
http://www.artbit.com/ 

http://www.theappreviewzone.com/education-apps/artbit-image-scanning-app/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

1,124,748 

Artworks and 

Supp. yes Amusement, 

education, research 

dynamic Yes 
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934,697 

Users’ snaps 

 

 

 
 

When the app first loads it shows a title screen and then takes users into the Art Near By screen.  This screen 

shows you all the images people who are also using the app, and who are near your location, have snapped and 

uploaded to the ArtBit databases.  If there aren’t any near you they will also tell you that as well.  At the bottom 

of the screen are three icons: 

 

One for “My Snaps” which takes you to a page that shows a list of all the art you have scanned so far.  This list is 

broken up into “My Likes, My Uploads (images you scanned but weren’t found, that you uploaded), and All 

images. 

 

The second icon is the “SNAP” button icon. This button takes users to a camera style screen.  This screen is 

where all the magic happens. Users can point their phone at a painting, tap the snap button and the app scans 

the image If it recognizes the painting or piece of art as one it has seen before it will tell you this and show you 

some awesome information about it. 

 

Details recognition: videos 
 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     
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Video tagging is increasing in capabilities as image tagging, some projects show how Google capability of 

recognizing images and part of them is used on Youtube videos 
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Wire-wax 
http://9xb.com/blog/unique-video-tagging-service-for-online-ads 

https://www.wirewax.com/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     
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Wire-Wax has got an innovative technology to tag contents inside videos in the most used platforms (as in 

Vimeo and Youtube, as well as in their own video player), and to add text, images, videos embedded in videos, 

and hyperlink contents inside the videos in Internet. Their technology is used by Sony PS4, US NBC Today Show, 

Honda Jet and various leading fashion trademarks. It is possible only for the video owner to add contents, and 

not for the final user to tag or to add contents. 

The Wire-Wax technology has got automatic face recognition, object recognition and motion tracking. 

Amazon Prime video player 
(web player, Amazon Instant Video, Kindle Fire, IOS, Android app) 
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https://www.primevideo.com/ 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     

 

 

 
Amazon prime video is the video channel for all the Amazon Prime subscribers, with TV shows and movies in 

streaming on demand for free, included in the Prime subscription. 

For the most popular series, all the shoots have metadata in the link to the actors playing the scenes, and extra 

link to trivia, community discussions and additional contents. 

The metadata comes from X-Ray of IMDB and are constantly improved by the community. 

X-Ray for Movies & TV is a feature available on Kindle and Wii U devices that enables Amazon Video viewers to 

easily and seamlessly learn more about the video they’re watching. It is designed to enrich the experience of 

watching movies and TV shows by embedding IMDb’s content into the Amazon Video viewing experience. The 

feature is available also in the Prime video app for IOS and Android. 

 

 

Georeference 
What3Words 
http://what3words.com/ 

 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 
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N.A.     

 

 

 
 

What3Words is an innovative way to describe location with precision. what3words is a global grid of 57 trillion 

3mx3m squares. Each square has a 3 word address that can be communicated quickly, easily and with no 

ambiguity. Their geocoder turns geographic coordinates into these 3 word addresses and vice-versa. 

Using words means non-technical people can accurately find any location and communicate it more quickly, 

more easily and with less ambiguity than any other system like street addresses, postcodes, latitude & longitude 

or mobile short-links. The system is in increasing use by NGO, individuals, business, GIS operators.  

 

 

 

 

 

Immobiliare.it 
www.immobiliare.it 

Content Database Purpose Nature User interaction 

N.A.     
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This website of real estates in Italy gives an example of effective geographic search in a map, with the possibility 

to draw a polygon and have results that belongs to the coordinate inside it. 

 

 

References and links to other projects of less interest 
than the above 
 

http://www.britishpathe.com/ 

http://www.euscreen.eu/ 

http://www.webdesigndev.com/10-great-examples-web-design-using-interactive-maps/ 
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https://lab.witness.org/ 

http://jillhubley.com/project/nyctrees/#all 

http://v.isits.in/ 

http://mapoflondon.uvic.ca/agas.htm 

http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.it/ 

http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.it/2015/12/out-of-ice-age.html 

http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.it/2016/03/mapping-global-diplomacy.html 

http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.it/2016/05/the-history-of-us-immigration-population.html 

https://mappingourworlds.wordpress.com/category/mapping-vision/ 

https://geographyeducation.org/2014/01/09/place-based-geography-videos/ 

http://travelbydrone.com/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ev5EvWJRA5Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_doCjCrOfFQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fV_kxURmlA 

http://www.ramp.com/feature/metadata-transcription-tagging/ 

https://vr.legendoftarzantickets.co.uk/ 

http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.it/2016/08/virtual-reality-mapping.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


